NEWSBASE

Thought Leadership Specialists
Working together to promote your Thought Leadership capabilities through Content Marketing

Did you know a potential client could be as far as 60% through the buying process before
they engage with your sales or business development teams?
As a result, Thought Leadership and Content Marketing has emerged as an exceptionally effective strategy to
attract potential clients to your brand throughout the buying process.
However, generating valuable content can be time-consuming and without a target audience, your message
will go unheard.
NewsBase is a specialist in generating insightful and engaging Thought Leadership content for global energy
markets, saving you both time and money on resource as well as delivering a ready-made audience.

Benefits of Thought Leadership

Three ways we can add value:

Thought Leadership enhances your company’s reputation as an
authority within your industry.
Generating engaging and thought-provoking content will put you
ahead of your competitors and is an effective way to ensure potential
clients are attracted to your brand.

How we can help
As an experienced partner to blue chip companies’ Thought
Leadership strategies, NewsBase (NB) has the expertise and
resources to create and promote engaging energy content with a real
business value. As a leading energy intelligence provider, we have
created unique and insightful content for the energy industry for
over 20 years and we can help you join the conversation, providing
you with a market-ready Thought Leadership resource.
NB always puts you and your company’s requirements at the
centre of every Thought Leadership collaboration. Our content
provides a solid foundation on which you can build your key
message to reach new audiences.

1. Provide energy-specific Commentary and Analysis to feature in
2.
3.

your industry market reports or briefings;
Co-author a Special Report with you covering a particular energy
topic, with you or your company managing the editing process;
Author a Special Report commissioned by you covering a
particular energy topic, with NB managing the editing process.

Why NewsBase?
Our mission is to generate content with proven real business value.
NB has:
l The resource to save you and your company time and effort,
ensuring your fee earning staff are kept doing just that!
l Vast industry knowledge and experience in writing commentary
and analysis on the energy and power sectors.
l Thorough research capabilities, providing a 360 view of energyrelated topics.
l Excellent editorial skills.
l Extensive network and existing captive audience – we have a
database of over 24,000 contacts and multiple social media
channels with engaged following.
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Collaborating to create high quality
co-authored or special reports
The key to implementing an effective Thought Leadership strategy is
firstly to consider your audience, and secondly to generate content
that will engage them by adding real business value – NB can assist
in both steps of the process.
Having provided trusted and valued content from across the
energy value chain since 1995, NB is well-positioned to write,
manage and edit reports based on client specifications. We can
also advise on which topics might be of most interest and most
engaging to your audience.
We have covered, but are not limited to, topics such as:
l Overview and analysis of a specific country’s energy sector;
l Geopolitical risk;
l Project financing;
l Infrastructure and construction;
l Transportation and logistics (including alternative fuels, such
as gas or electricity);
l Trade flows and market trends.
We will consult closely with you to ensure the content matches your
specifications and you get exactly what you want. Special Reports
are typically in the region of 20-24 pages, consisting of a front
cover, contents page, introduction, then 6-9 commentaries each of
around 1,000 words. NB also provides graphs and images, and
manages the layup and editing process.
Upon completion of the Special Report, you will have complete
ownership – the report can be marketed as you please.

The typical process for planning, commissioning, and writing a
co-authored or commissioned special report would be as follows:
Initial Planning
Weeks -4 to -1

Discuss report contents, NB draws up
initial brief and structure of report for client
approval.

Client commissions
report
Week 1

NB begins content generation. Client
identifies areas for comments to be
contributed by them or their own clients (for
example, case studies).

Weeks 2 to 3

Stock-checks: commentaries written so far,
comments gathered for use in the report.

Weeks 4 to 5

Final stock-checks. Initial draft sent to
client for content approval and to finalise
comments gathered for the report.

Week 6 to 7

Drafts of full report sent to client for
approvals and further editing. Finalise any
client branding in the report, such as an
inside cover advert. Final draft by the end of
week 7.

Week 8

Completed report sent to client to distribute
through its own marketing/PR channels.
Send report to NB database if requested.

Previously our Special Report partners have:
l Emailed campaign to their client base;
l Distributed it via press/PR contacts;
l Captured a new audience through social media by
creating a landing page on their website for users to
fill in their details and receive a free copy of the report;
l Organised a launch event for the Report and
invited clients and contacts.

“Do you have
enough quality
content online
for prospects to
make an informed
decision about your
company and your
services?”

“Do you have
enough time and
resource to create
high quality Thought
Leadership pieces
that accurately reflect
your company’s depth
of knowledge?”
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Additional marketing support for your
Thought Leadership content strategy
9.6%
26.8%

17.5%

12.2%

12.6%

9.2%

Geographic split of
our 24,000+ readers

Readers by sector
n37%
n28%
n14%
n12%
n 9%

12.1%

Readers by job title
n 41%
n23%
n20%
n11%
n 5%

E&P Companies
Oil & Gas Service Companies
Refining and Chemicals
Energy Construction
Other

NB can email the report to the 24,000+ users in its database
l Email will contain a link to an online edition of report.
l NB can track the number of email opens and the number of
report downloads (link clicks).
l NB can also provide the client with a list of companies from
which an individual has downloaded the report. NB cannot
provide details of individual users, nor the number of people
within an organisation that has downloaded the report, due to
data protection.
l The email itself will also contain a banner advert at the top,
content of which to be determined by the client.
l An example of some of the companies NB supplies can be
found on overleaf.

C-suite/Divisional Management
Purchasing Managers 		
Senior Engineers 		
Project Managers 		
Other 		

Inside cover A4 advert in Special Report,
NewsBase Monitors and InnovOil
l Page two advert to run on the inside cover of the Special Report
sent to 24,000+ users on NB database.
l Page two advert for the client to also run on the inside cover of
the relevant NB Monitor publications.
l The advert will also feature in an edition of monthly publication
InnovOil, published to 22,000 readers.
l Content of the adverts to be determined by the client.
Social Media support
l  NB would publicise the Special Report to its 7k+
LinkedIn followers and group members, 11k+
OilPro followers, 5k+ Twitter followers and
2k+ Facebook followers.
l  NB can also support the client with
liking / re-tweeting any posts you put out
about the report.
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About Us
NewsBase (NB) is a leading supplier of business intelligence, providing blue chip customers with awareness, insight and foresight on
global energy markets. NB’s proprietary commentary and analysis is framed through the lens of what’s going on, why it’s happening
and what might happen next, arming our customers with intelligence with a tangible business value to inform strategic decision-making.
Since 1995, NB has been a trusted and valued supplier to super-majors, National and International Oil Companies, oil & gas
service companies, technology manufacturers, EPC contractors, finance and investment firms, professional services and law firms,
consultancies, and leading governments and NGOs. NewsBase customers include:

Contact us
Andrew Langlands, VP, Research & Thought Leadership
Direct line: +44 (0)131 478 8543
Email: andrewl@newsbase.com
Web: www.newsbase.com
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